Brighter

Tomorrows Fund

In our 170th year, as OzChild reflects on its history of supporting children in need, we also look forward to
continuing this critical work in the years to come.
The statement “May the children of today lead us to a brighter tomorrow” underpins OzChild’s work delivering
programs and services that the evidence says works, and enabling children and young people to thrive in
safe and nurturing homes.
Can you join us and help contribute to a brighter tomorrow for vulnerable children and young people?

Tackling today’s challenges, and

planning for tomorrow’s

To mark how far we’ve come since 1851, and to help forge our path ahead, in this anniversary year OzChild
is establishing the Brighter Tomorrows Fund.
The Brighter Tomorrows Fund is designed to tackle today’s challenges and plan for tomorrow’s by:

1.

Immediate relief
Offering grants to children and
young people in our care with
practical support not otherwise
funded, while simultaneously
enhancing the efficacy of our
current programs.

Brighter Tomorrows

2.

Innovation, research and development (R&D)
Providing funds to stimulate thinking, research
evidence-based models and develop and refine
new and better approaches to Australia’s child
welfare challenges.

Partners

Fundraising throughout OzChild’s 170th year will be directed to the Brighter Tomorrows Fund, building on a
generous seed donation bequeathed to the Fund by a long-term OzChild advocate and donor.
Further contributions to the Fund are actively encouraged. Your support can assist OzChild to not only
make a difference now but help develop approaches that will benefit young lives of those in years to come,
creating a legacy of hope and opportunity.
Contributors will be recognised as Brighter Tomorrows partners, acknowledged advocates for vulnerable
children and young people. Brighter Tomorrows partners will receive annual reporting on the activities and
outcomes derived from the Fund, including case studies of individual impact.
The ratio between immediate relief grants and innovation and R&D expenditure from the Fund will be
approximately 20:80, with grants awarded via a formal application process, and innovation and R&D
decisions reviewed by the OzChild Board.

Please contact brightertomorrows@ozchild.org.au
for more information.
ozchild.org.au

